Approved Ethics & Society Certificate Electives
Fall 2019

NOTE: This list supersedes previous approval lists. If you would like to make your case for a Special Topics or Study Abroad course, email the Director, Geoffrey Harpham, with a syllabus and your defense for why said course should fulfill an Ethics & Society Certificate requirement. Courses from Duke University must carry an EI in order to be eligible for approval.

Philosophical Ethics

GREEK 308S
Greek Philosophy

MMS 195FS
Freedom and the Market

NAVALSCI 423S
Leadership and Ethics

PHIL 215/ETHICS 265
Applied and Environmental Ethics

PHIL 270/ETHICS 270/ICS 271
Business Ethics

PHIL 331
Kant

POLSCI 175FS/PHIL 123FS
Freedom and Responsibility

POLSCI 275S/ICS 275S
Left, Right, and Center

POLSCI 277D
The Ethics of War

POLSCI 331/ECON 361/PHIL 246/RIGHT 331
Prisoner’s Dilemma and Distributive Justice

POLSCI 384/rights 384
Inequality in Western Political Thought
Cross-Cultural Ethical Traditions

AMES 511/ AMI 641/ DOCST 511/ ICS 513
Documentary and East Asian Cultures

GSF 369S/ ICS 208S/ GLHLTH 208S/ RIGHTS 369S
Transnational Feminism

GLHLTH 341/ ICS 299/ SCISOC 341/ RIGHTS 341
Ethics of Global Infectious Disease Control

HISTORY 164S/ ICS 164S
Gateway Seminar: Antisemitism

HUMANDEV 224/ SOCIOL 224
Human Development

LIT 201
Introduction to Global Cultural Studies

RELIGION 175/ ICS 108/ AMES 115
Religions of Asia

RELIGION 213S/ CULANTH 214S/ HISTORY 215S/ ICS 256S
Shamanism and Spirit Possession

RELIGIONS 301D/ JEWISHST 301D/ POLSCI 303D/ PUBPOL 313D/ ETHICS 303D/ AMES 301D/ RELIGION 889/ HISTREL 889
Religion, Restrictions, and Violence

ROMST 389S/ LINGUIST 389S
Linguistic Human Rights in the Americas
FRENCH 325S/ ICS 332S/ GLHLTH 325S/ RIGHTS 325S
Global Displacement

**Ethics in Historical Perspective**

AAAS 316S / HISTORY 386S / POLSCI 337S / PUBPOL 327S/ RIGHTS 316S
Apartheid South Africa and the Struggles for Democracy

ARTHIST 555S/ GERMAN 565S/ JEWISHST 555S/ HISTORY 531S/ VMS 525S
Art and the Holocaust

AMES 283S/ CULANTH 283S/ ICS 249S/ HISTORY 397S
Istanbul

CLST 278/ HISTORY 262/ ETHICS 276/ POLSCI 278
Roman Political Thought and its Modern Legacy

ETHICS 285/ ECON 285/ POLSCI 249/ ENVIRON 276/ HISTORY 325/ PUBPOL 284
Denial, Faith, Reason

HISTORY 167S/ CULANTH 167S/ SOCIOL 167S
Gateway Seminar: Nationalism

HISTORY 140S/ POLSCI 140S/ SOCIOL 148S/ CULANTH 140S
Empires in Modern European History

HISTORY 345/ PUBPOL 278/ ICS 340
North American Environmental History

HISTORY 357S/ PUBPOL 232S
The Insurgent South

LIT 350/ NEUROSCI 250/ GSF 350/ LSGS 350/ ROMST 350
Brains, Everywhere

RELIGION 237/ VMS 233
Religion in American Life

RELIGION 367
Women and Sexuality in the Christian Tradition

RELIGION 375/ CULANTH 256/ HISTORY 210/ MEDREN 268/ AMES 122
Islamic Civilization I

SPANISH 412S/ CULANTH 367S/ ICS 460S/ LSGS 412S
Mayas, Aztecs, and Incas
 Ethics in Literature and Arts

ARTHIST 557S/ VMS 557S
Trauma in Art, Literature, Film, and Visual Culture

AMES 439/ CULANTH 439/ LIT 439/ AMI 439/ VMS 439/ GSF 439
Queer China

LATIN 336S
Satire

DOCAST 224S/ EDUC 244S/ VMS 207S
Literacy Through Photography

ENGLISH 235/ MEDREN 330/ THEATRST 222
Shakespeare

RELIGION 268/ DOCAST 268/ AMI 273
Religion and Film

POLISH 298S/ AMI 298S/ VMS 297S/ LIT 298S
Revealing Histories

 Ethics of Contemporary Issues

AAAS 261D
Race, Genomics, and Society

AAAS 345/ LIT 343/ RIGHTS 345
African Americans, Mass Incarceration and Citizenship

KOREAN 455S
Korean Politics and Society

BIOETHIC 602S
Law, Research, and Bioethics

CLST 144
Principles of Archaeology

CULANTH 220S
Global ‘Mixed Race’ Studies

CULANTH 360S/ LIT 361S/ PUBPOL 358S/ AMES 360S/ SOCIOI 360S/ ICS 369S
Global Apple
Gender, Sex, and Citizenship

DOCST 209FS/ ARTSVIS 212FS/ VMS 212FS/ EDUC 209FS
Digital Documentary Photography

ECON 348/ GSF 230/ ICS 348
Women in the Economy

EDUC 151S/ PUBPOL 151S/ SOCIOL 151S
From Ethics to Education

ETHICS 129FS/ ICS 128FS/ POLSCI 176FS/ PUBPOL 181FS
Human Rights and World Politics

ETHICS 140FS/ GLHLTH 140FS/ SCISOC 140FS/ SOCIOL 140FS
On Suffering
ETHICS 150FS/ PUBPOL 167FS/ POLSCI 150FS
Citizenship, Patriotism, and Identity

ETHICS 160FS/ HISTORY 127FS/ PUBPOL 187FS/ ECON 112FS
Globalization and Corporate Citizenship

ETHICS 195S/ PUBPOL 209S
Human Rights and Legal Redress

EVANTH 359S
Primate Conservation

GSF 275/ ENVIRON 209/ GLHLTH 225
Food, Farming, and Feminism

GERMAN 340S
Contemporary Culture through the German Media Landscape

GSF 375/ ETHICS 375
Reproductive Ethics

HISTORY 389S/ PUBPOL 346S/ RIGHTS 389S
Family Rights/Human Rights

Social Movements and Social Media
News as a Moral Battleground

POLSCI 145/ ECON 119
Introduction to Political Economy

POLSCI 188FS/ ETHICS 188FS
American Perspectives on Citizenship

PUBPOL 298
Authentic Leadership in Private, Public, and Not-for-Profit Organizations

PUBPOL 330/ GLHLTH 210/ ICS 397/ RIGHTS 330
Global Health Ethics

ROMST 365S/LSGS 365S
Latino/a Popular Culture

RUSSIAN 399/ CULANTH 399/ PUBPOL 223/ ICS 399
Global Russia

SOCIOL 110D
Sociological Inquiry

SOCIOL 178FS/ ETHICS 199FS/ RIGHTS 178FS
Refugees, Rights, and Resettlement

SOCIOL 250
Medical Sociology

STA 470S
Introduction to Statistical Consulting

WRITING 280S/ CULANTH 280S
Ethics of Ethnography